
 
 

Agenda 
 
 
 
 

Community Sustainability Advisory Committee Meeting 
to be held via Zoom 

 
* If you’d like to watch or listen to the live Committee meeting, please email 

Committees@Penticton.ca 24-hours prior to the commencement of the meeting for the Zoom 
meeting participation details. You will have an opportunity to ask questions related to the agenda 

at the end of the meeting. 
 

Wednesday, February 16, 2022  
at 9:00 a.m. 

 
1. Call Regular Committee Meeting to Order 
 
2. Adoption of Agenda 

 
3. Adoption of Minutes 

 
3.1 Minutes of December 8, 2021 Community Sustainability Advisory Committee    1-4 

 Staff Recommendation: 

THAT the Community Sustainability Advisory Committee adopt the minutes of the  
December 8, 2021 meeting as presented. 

 
4. New Business 
 

4.1 Electric Vehicle Charging Rate Review – David Kassian, Community Sustainability  5-13 
Coordinator  
 
Staff Recommendation: 
THAT the Community and Sustainability Advisory Committee receive into the record the report 
dated February 16, 2022 titled ‘Electric Vehicle Charging Rate Review’. 
 

4.2 Energy Audit Financing – David Kassian, Community Sustainability Coordinator   14-16
   
Staff Recommendation: 
THAT the Community Sustainability Advisory Committee recommend to Council to approve 
of energy audits through FortisBC’s Custom Efficiency Program for the Community 
Recreation Centre, the South Okanagan Events Centre, and the Penticton Trade and 
Convention Centre with a net cost of $22,500 to be financed through the Climate Action 
Reserve.   
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4.3 2022 Community Sustainability Advisory Committee Meeting Schedule– Rebecca Van Huizen,    17  
Legislative Assistant    
 
Staff Recommendation: 
THAT the Community Sustainability Advisory Committee 2022 meetings be tentatively held on 
January 19, February 16, March 16, April 13, May 18, June 22, July 20, August 17, September 21, 
October 19, November 16, December 14 at City Hall or electronically at 9:00 a.m. unless otherwise 
specified.  

 
4.4 Electronic Meeting Policy – Rebecca Van Huizen, Legislative Assistant                    18-20

                  
 

5. Next Meeting     
                 
6. Public Question Period 

 
7. Adjournment 
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Date: February 16, 2022       File No: RMS 6440 – 01  
To: Community Sustainability Advisory Committee   
From: David Kassian, Community Sustainability Coordinator 
 
Subject: Electric Vehicle Charging Rate Review   

 

Staff Recommendation 

THAT the Community Sustainability Advisory Committee receive into the record the report dated February 
16, 2022 titled ‘Electric Vehicle Charging Rate Review’. 

Background 

The City owns and operates four electric vehicle (EV) charging stations located in the City parking lot at 307 
Ellis Street. The stations are level 2 charging stations, which are effective for charging EVs over a 4 – 6 hour 
period. The stations were installed in August of 2019, with no fee required at the time of installation to utilize 
a station, as well as no fee for parking.  

At the November 3rd, 2020 meeting of Council, staff presented a report that detailed the operating costs of 
the stations, as well as the usage data of the stations at the time.  The costs of operating the stations are 
based on five factors: 

• electricity usage  
• electric utility basic charge 
• depreciation 
• annual monitoring and maintenance service  
• lost parking revenue 

Based on the above five factors, the following table provided the cost per hour summary of the EV charging 
site as presented on November 3, 2020, based on 5,099 hours of usage in 2020. The resulting estimated 
hourly operating cost for charging an EV was $1.38 / hr.  

Table 1: 2020 EV Station Annual Costs 

Category Cost Annual Cost Hourly Cost  
(5,099 hours / year) 

Electricity (rate code 20) $0.1286 / kWh $2,070.86 $0.41 
Basic charge (electric utility) $8.43 / month $101.10 $0.02 
Maintenance/monitoring $600.00 / year $600.00 $0.12 
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Depreciation cost $2,100.00 / year $2,100.00 $0.41 
Parking Fees $2,160.00 / year $2,160.00 $0.42 
 Total Cost: $7,031.96 $1.38 

 

With the operating cost information above, staff provided the following options for Council’s consideration: 

• Continue with no fees on the charging stations to encourage EV usage and adoption, with the 
Climate Action Reserve funding the cost of use at the stations. 

• Implement a fee of $1.50 to recuperate operating and lifecycle costs. 
• Implement a fee of $2.00 per hour to recuperate all costs and to generate some revenue. This fee 

was in line with the charging fees of municipalities in the Lower Mainland. 

Council discussed the three rate options, and concluded that over a year of free charging was a sufficient 
amount of time to introduce residents and visitors to the benefits and accessibility of the charging stations. 
As a result of the discussion, Council passed the following resolution: 

  

The $2.00 per hour charging fee was implemented on January 1st, 2021.  Data has now been collected from 
2021, and this information will be presented and analyzed in the report below, including consideration of 
rate adjustments.   

Also of note, the City is currently expanding the number of publicly available electric vehicle charging 
stations. There are two level 2 EV stations being installed at City Hall this spring as part of the parking lot 
upgrade. These stations will have the same fee for use as the stations at 307 Ellis Street.  There is also a 
pending grant application to purchase and install four DCFC (fast charging) EV stations on City-owned 
properties. If the grant is successful, the DCFC stations will require their own rate setting exercise as the 
stations have higher fees and operating costs than level 2 stations.   

Financial implication 

The fee of $2.00 per hour for EV charging was established to include revenue and cover the annual and 
lifecycle costs of the EV stations based on the assumed usage from 2020.  This did not occur and the service 
had a net cost to the City in 2021 of approximately $4,000.   

The report recommends that the fee be maintained at $2 per hour, and that any net cost of providing the 
service be funded from administrative savings.   

Alternative 3:  

THAT Council give first, second and third reading to “Fees and Charges Amendment Bylaw No. 2020-47” as 
contained in Attachment “B” to create a fee of $2.00 per hour for Level II electric vehicle charging in 
Appendix 7 Electrical; 

AND THAT Council adopt “Fees and Charges Amendment Bylaw No. 2020-47”. 
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Alternative options have been presented, and their individual financial impacts summarized below.   

Analysis 

Table 2 below shows the data for all stations for both 2020 and 2021.    

Table 2: EV Station Data Comparison (2020 - 2021)  

 2020 2021 
% Change 

(2020 - 2021) 
Number of sessions (total) 1,931 699 -64% 
Number of hours (total) 5,886 1,422 -76% 
Total kWh 21,584 8,263 -62% 
    
Total revenue (charging fees) $0.00 $2,603  
Total expenses $7,032 $6,619  
Net cost (7,032) (4,016)  

 

In comparing usage from 2020 to 2021, the number of charging sessions decreased by 64%, the number of 
hours electric vehicles charged for decreased by 76%, and the total number of kilowatt hours consumed 
decreased by 62%.  This is in contrast with increasing electric vehicle uptake.  Insured electric vehicles in 
Penticton increased from 49 EVs in 2018 to 110 in 2020 (ICBC data).  While it is difficult to say with certainty 
the cause of the decreased usage, it is likely that the fee of $2.00 per hour contributed.  Usage may have also 
been impacted by the pandemic, and perhaps by an increase in personal charging infrastructure or other 
private charging opportunities. 

The hourly cost of running the stations increased mainly due to static annual costs (lost parking revenue, 
monitoring/monitoring fees, and depreciation cost) while the $2 per hour fee generated new revenue of 
$2,738.05 in 2021.  The net impact was that the service cost the City $4,016 in 2021, relative to $7,032 in 
2020.    

When the charging data is reviewed in more detail, it shows that there were 1,931 charging sessions in 2020, 
and of those, there were 21 EVs that utilized the station a total of 1,336 times. These 21 individual EVs were 
accountable for 69% of the usage at the site in 2020, with one vehicle using the site 199 times in the year. 
2021 saw an increase in the number of unique visits relative to the total number of sessions. Of the 699 
charging sessions in 2021, there were 252 unique visits. This shift identifies that a fee for EV charging brings 
in more unique visits, and those relying on the site for frequent and free charging sessions have switched to 
charging their EV at home or at an alternate location.  

Table 3: Unique Visits Comparison (2020 – 2021) 

Year Total Sessions Total Unique Visits 
2020 1931 284 
2021 699 252 
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In comparing rates from different municipally owned stations in British Columbia it was found that Level II 
charging stations have an average cost of $2.00 per hour (for parking or charging). Municipalities on the 
lower mainland have an average rate of $2.00 per hour: 

Table 4: Municipal Charging Rate Comparison 

Municipality  Cost per hour Other costs 
Vancouver $2.00 N/A 
Burnaby  $2.00 N/A 
Richmond $2.00 $5.00 / hour after 2 hours 
North Vancouver $2.00 N/A 
Port Moody $2.00 $5.00 / hour after 2 hours 
Vernon $0.00 $2.00 / hour parking 
Summerland $2.00 N/A 

 

Using the previously directed methodology to recover all costs associated with the infrastructure and 
generate a small amount of revenue, the fees would need to be adjusted to reflect the reduced usage and 
increased costs, as calculated below in Table 3.  This would result in an increase from $2 per hour, to $4.65 
per hour.   

Table 5: Hourly Cost Calculation per Station 

Costs / Hour / Station 2020 2021 
Increase 

(2020 – 2021) 
Electricity $0.41 $0.73 $0.32 
Basic Charge (Electric 
Utility) $0.02 $0.07 $0.05 
Parking Fees $0.42 $1.69 $1.26 
Maintenance/Monitoring $0.12 $0.42 $0.30 
Depreciation Cost $0.41 $1.48 $1.06 
Transaction Fees $0.00 $0.27 $0.27 
Total cost / hour $1.38 $4.65 $3.27 

 

Encouraging the use of EVs and increasing access to charging infrastructure is an effective method in 
reducing community based greenhouse gas emissions. EVs contribute significantly less emissions than fossil 
fuel powered vehicles, and it is estimated that passenger vehicle emissions account for 49% of Penticton’s 
overall community emissions. Reducing transportation based emissions is supported by the 2021 
Community Climate Action Plan (CCAP) and Official Community Plan. 

The ‘Electrify 1: Enable charging on-the-go’ strategy in the 2021 CCAP recommends the City design, fund 
and build a public EV charging network as one strategy to reduce GHG emissions from passenger vehicles. 
The charging network currently consists of the four stations at 307 Ellis Street, with two additional stations 
coming online at City Hall in spring 2022.   
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It is important to keep these goals in mind when considering rates for the charging stations, and the impact 
the rates may have on utilization and behavior.   Staff have prepared three options for consideration by 
Committee, and each is analyzed in further detail below.   

Option 1 (recommendation):  Maintain $2 per hour rate 

It is highly likely that the reduced usage in 2021 is largely attributable to the introduced fee.  However, when 
the more detailed data is reviewed, it is clear that a small number of owners are the primary users and likely 
have simply switched to home charging now that a fee has been introduced.  There is going to be continued 
growth in EV ownership, and a $2 per hour fee to publicly charge is not unreasonable relative to other 
communities (particularly considering it includes parking). Staff would continue to monitor usage and 
consider changes annually, and as new infrastructure is added.   

 Option 2: Cost recovery and revenue (increase to $4.50 per hour) 

To continue with the methodology of a fee based on cost recovery and revenue, a charging rate of $4.50 is 
recommended. This rate is in excess of what other municipalities charge for level 2 EV charging, and a rate of 
$4.50 may further deter usage at this site, which in turn would increase the cost per charging hour to 
operate the site and continue a vicious circle of chasing the fee.  For this reason, this option is not 
recommended.   

Option 3: Eliminate any fees 

The fee for level 2 EV charging can be removed in order to encourage EV usage and uptake. This option 
would likely see increased usage but would not provide revenue to offset the cost of operating the stations. 
Increased usage would reduce the cost per hour of the static charges (lost parking revenue, 
monitoring/monitoring fees, and depreciation cost) but also increase electricity costs. The cost to operate 
four level 2 charging stations in 2021 was $6,230, and this cost is estimated to increase if the stations are free 
to use and as the EV charging network expands with two new stations to be installed at City Hall.  

Attachments 

Attachment A – Council Report: Fees and Charges Amendment Bylaw No. 2020-47 - Electric Vehicle Charging 
Rates 

Respectfully submitted, 

David Kassian 
Community Sustainability Coordinator 

Concurrence  

General 
Manager/ 
Director 

Acting GM of 
Finance 

GM of 
Infrastructure 

BL 
AMC KD 
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https://www.fortisbc.com/rebates/business/commercial-energy-assessment-program
https://www.fortisbc.com/rebates/business/custom-efficiency-program
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